Walk Deuteronomy!: A Messianic Jewish Devotional Commentary
Following the popular, user-friendly Walk! series format, each section includes an overview, a short Hebrew lesson for the beginner, key biblical concepts, and practical applications. Hear the words of Moses, learn from past wanderings, and prepare to claim your inheritance. A daily devotional and Bible study tool. 231 pages.

This book provides an interesting and helpful study of the last book of the Torah.

It is well written and easy to follow

Thank you- would use again

I have learned so much from the series of 5 books, this being the 5th. It is well-rounded in its teaching approach.

A great series for personal or family devotions, simple with neat tidbits of rabbinical information scattered throughout but not for one who wishes to study in depth. It's a walk in the park as apposed a hike in the wilderness.